Abstract-We study the task of cleaning scanned text documents that are strongly corrupted by dirt such as manual line strokes, spilled ink, etc. We aim at autonomously removing such corruptions from a single letter-size page based only on the information the page contains. Our approach first learns character representations from document patches without supervision. For learning, we use a probabilistic generative model parameterizing pattern features, their planar arrangements and their variances. The model's latent variables describe pattern position and class, and feature occurrences. Model parameters are efficiently inferred using a truncated variational EM approach. Based on the learned representation, a clean document can be recovered by identifying, for each patch, pattern class and position while a quality measure allows for discrimination between character and non-character patterns. For a full Latin alphabet we found that a single page does not contain sufficiently many character examples. However, even if heavily corrupted by dirt, we show that a page containing a lower number of character types can efficiently and autonomously be cleaned solely based on the structural regularity of the characters it contains. In different example applications with different alphabets, we demonstrate and discuss the effectiveness, efficiency and generality of the approach.
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INTRODUCTION
A basic form of human communication, written text, consists of planar arrangements of reoccurring and regular patterns. While in modern forms of text these patterns are characters or symbols for words (e.g., Chinese texts), early forms consisted of symbols resembling objects. Written text became a successful form of communication because it exploits the readily available capability of the human visual system to learn and recognize regular patterns in visual data. In recent years, computer vision and machine learning became increasingly successful in analyzing visual data. Much progress has been made, for instance, by probabilistic modeling approaches that aim at capturing the statistical regularities of a given data set. Examples are image denoising by Markov Random Fields [1] , [2] , [3] or sparse coding models [4] , [5] , [6] . For many types of data, modeling approaches hereby have to address the problem that regular visual structures often appear at arbitrary positions. Sparse coding approaches indirectly address this problem by replicating a learned structure (e.g., a Gabor wavelet) at different positions of images. Other approaches go one step further and explicitly model pattern positions using additional hidden variables [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Such approaches allow for representations of patterns that are independent of their spatial positions. However, the combinatorics of pattern identity and position introduces major computational challenges because for each pattern class all positions ideally have to be considered.
In this paper we apply a probabilistic generative approach with explicit position encoding to clean strongly corrupted scanned text documents. The principle idea is very straight-forward: If characters are the salient regular patterns of text, an appropriately structured probabilistic model should be able to learn character representations as regular arrangements of features. In contrast, dirt is much more irregular. Coffee spots, spilled ink, or line-strokes scratching-out text share similar features with printed characters but such corruptions are, on average, much more random combinations of feature patterns. Based on this observation, the autonomous identification and recovery of characters from a corrupted text document should thus be possible. But how difficult is such a task? Or how robust can a solution of such a task be if the data is heavily corrupted by dirt? Would the information contained on a single page of a dirty document, for instance, be sufficient to identify the characters containing it? And if yes, can this be used to 'self-clean' the document? Such questions can, of course, not be answered by a clear 'yes' or 'no' because they will, e.g., depend on the type and degree of dirt or on the amount of available character information on a page. However, we will show that a self-cleaning of heavily corrupted documents is, indeed, possible, e.g., for relatively low numbers of different character types. The only prerequisite will hereby be the characters' regular feature arrangements. No information about the character shapes has to be available, which makes the approach applicable to entirely unknown character types. The problem addressed here is thus very different from the one aimed at by optical character recognition (OCR) methods that use supervised pretraining on known characters [12] .
The idea of restoring scanned documents by removing corruptions and degradations using statistical information has previously been explored in literature. In the following we briefly review related earlier contributions: Markov source models (e.g., [13] , [14] ) have been proposed and applied for learning character representations, modeling relative locations among characters and restoring documents. An approach by Bern and Goldberg (2000) [15] clusters instances of the same symbol and computes superresolved representatives for improving document images. A method by Zheng and Kanungo (2001) [16] estimates the parameters of a degradation model and constructs a lookup table for restoring the degraded image. Both of these two approaches [15] , [16] focus on sub-regions of characters and are, e.g., applicable to line stroke corruptions. Recent work by Likforman et al. (2011) [43] combines total variation regularization and non-local means filtering for enhancing historical printed document images. Another recent approach by Moghaddam and Cheriet (2011) [17] divides a document image into a collection of patches, which are then individually corrected based on similar patches, before the corrected patches are used to build up a restored image; and work by Benerjee et al. (2009) [18] defines a Markov Random Field over sub-regions of characters, and restores a corrupted document image via a maximum a-priori (MAP) estimate.
Statistical models of scanned text documents can exploit statistical properties at different scales. Approaches focusing on small scale regularities are relatively general. For instance, sparse coding approaches can learn dictionaries of image patches in order to remove noise such as speckle noise, etc. [6] . However, for more structured noise, which shares features with the characters itself, more of the statistical structure of written text has to be captured. Models that focus on character sub-regions (e.g., [15] , [16] , [18] ) can remove more structured noise such as line strokes that are sufficiently dissimilar to character parts [15] , [16] . The approach presented in this paper goes one step further by statistically learning to represent whole characters as planar relations of pattern features. Such a higher-level character representation can allow for a removal of corruptions even if the sub-regions of corrupting patterns (line strokes) are similar to character sub-regions. At the same time, corruptions such as speckle noise or cuts and breaks in historical documents can be removed. However, the larger the scale (the patch size) and complexity of the statistical model, the more challenging the inference and training problem becomes. Larger scale regularities other than representations of whole characters can also be captured. The approaches by Kopec and Chou [13] , [14] learn whole characters and exploit the statistical property of text, but their learning algorithm requires the transcriptions of target documents (supervision information), which is different from the unsupervised approach followed here.
The generative model we apply for modeling character patterns is similar to models for visual objects suggested by Williams and Titsias [11] , [19] and Jojic and Frey [20] (known as sprite models). Sprite models are generative models of visual scenes allowing for arbitrary planar positions of objects but they assume a fixed order in depth (an object always has the same distance from the camera). With such models, explicit representations of objects can be learned from data. Many extensions have been made to further enhance the model, e.g., with a deformable model of objects [21] , [22] , allowing affine transformations [23] , and speeding up with various techniques [24] . Sprite models have also been suggested for video layer decomposition and optical flow, where the accuracy of segmentation and motion estimation are of importance, e.g., [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . Besides layered models, epitomic image analysis [29] is another related generative approach, which, instead of building explicit object representations, summarizes an image into a miniature, condensed version containing the essence of the textural and shape properties of the image. The extracted epitome can be used for different inference tasks such as image segmentation, motion estimation as well as location recognition [30] (after post-processing). As the data points we will have to process are image patches of corrupted text documents, these previous models are not applicable because they require a static background, do not provide a mechanism to discriminate characters from irregular patterns, and are based on pixel image representations which can make learning less robust. In contrast, we (1) will have to allow for varying fore-and background patterns (to take corruptions into account), (2) will introduce a mechanism for character versus non-character discrimination, and (3) will consider general feature vector representations of the data. Together with a novel non-greedy training scheme in the form of truncated variational EM [31] , the derived method will provide the required robustness and efficiency for the task.
A PROBABILISTIC GENERATIVE MODEL FOR CHARACTERS
The probabilistic model we consider generates small image patches of sizeD ¼ ðD 1 ; D 2 Þ. A pixel at positiond of the patch is represented by a feature vectorỹd with F entries. For nowỹd can be thought of as a color vector at pixel positiond in RGB space (F ¼ 3). Later on, we will use higherdimensional feature vectors that more robustly encode local image information. A patch Y ¼ ðỹ ð1;1Þ ; . . . ;ỹ ðD 1 ;D 2 Þ Þ is modeled to contain one pattern of class c at an arbitrary positioñ x of the patch. The generative model is introduced step-bystep below, Fig. 1 shows its corresponding graphical model, and Fig. 2 illustrates an example of patch generation. For the generation of a patch Y , we first choose a pattern class c using a standard mixture model withp ¼ ðp 1 ; . . . ; p C Þ denoting the mixing proportions and with C denoting the total number of classes:
The pattern position within the patch,x 2 D; D ¼ f1; . . . ; D 1 g Â f1; . . . ; D 2 g, is a 2D vector which is chosen independently of the class from a uniform distribution over the entire patch:
The shapes of different patterns are modeled by a set of binary latent variables, namely the pattern mask:m ¼ ðm ð1;1Þ ; . . . ; m ðP 1 ;P 2 Þ Þ, where mĩ 2 f0; 1g. For a value mĩ ¼ 1, a feature of the corresponding pattern is chosen as the generated feature at positionĩ, while for mĩ ¼ 0, the feature is chosen from a background distribution. The pattern sizeP ¼ ðP 1 ; P 2 Þ can hereby be different from the image patch size P 1 D 1 ; P 2 D 2 to account for the fact that the patches will be chosen significantly larger than the characters they contain. Given a pattern class c, the mask variables are drawn from Bernoulli distributions:
where From the definition of masks, a background distribution is required for all those features not belonging to a pattern (mĩ ¼ 0). A possible choice is a flat Gaussian distribution (compare [11] ). However, for data such as patches from corrupted text documents, the distribution values are often very different for the different feature vector entries, and for the dirty background are often observed to be non-Gaussian. To appropriately model the background features, we therefore construct a probability density function H B by computing the histogram of different feature values across the image patches. The probability densities for the individual feature vector entries will be modeled individually (see Fig. 4a for histograms of R, G, and B channel). The histograms are computed across all the image patches including the features that are potentially later identified as being part of the learned patterns. Nevertheless, the computed histograms are usually very similar to the true background distributions (compare Fig. 4a ). Once computed we therefore leave the histograms fixed throughout learning. Having defined the background distribution H B and given pattern class c, The cyclic boundary condition is used mainly for computational convenience. Otherwise, the search space for translations will increase dramatically (about eight times bigger), which will significantly increase the computational cost.
Equations (1) to (5) Fig. 2 shows schematically how a patch is generated for a given set of parameters.
EFFICIENT LIKELIHOOD MAXIMIZATION
For a given set of image patches Y ¼ ðY ð1Þ ; . . . ; Y ðNÞ Þ we seek the parameters that best model the data set. One approach of learning the parameters is to maximize the data likelihood:
LðQÞ ¼ log À pðY ð1Þ ; . . . ; Y ðNÞ j QÞ Á :
A frequently used method to find the parameters Q Ã is Expectation Maximization (EM), which iteratively optimizes a lower bound of the likelihood F ðQ; qÞ w.r.t. the parameters Q and a distribution q. Given the data and the current model parameters Q, q is an approximation to the posterior distribution over the hidden variables [32] . With P V denoting a summation across the joint space of all hidden variables V ¼ ðc;m;xÞ the lower-bound is given by
where Q 0 denotes the parameters from the previous iteration. 
The summation in the denominator can be computed efficiently as it only contains two cases: mĩ ¼ 0 and mĩ ¼ 1. The posterior distribution over c andx can be computed as follows:
1. As, in the following text, only the notation of the parameters from previous iteration has been used, we omit the notation Q 0 and use Q to indicate the parameters from previous iteration.
pðc;x j Y; QÞ / " Y ðP 1 ;P 2 Þ i¼ð1;1Þ X mĩ pðỹ ðĩþxÞ ; mĩ j c;x; QÞ # Â pðx j QÞpðc j QÞ:
With such a decomposition (compare [11] ), the computational complexity decreases from exponential to polynomial, which makes the computation tractable in principle. However, the computational complexity still grows very fast with the size of patterns and image patches, OðCD 1 D 2 P 1 P 2 Þ. For realistic image sizes (e.g., usually hundreds of thousands of pixels), it still exceeds currently available computational resources.
To further improve efficiency, we therefore approximate the computation of expectation values using variational EM (e.g., [33] ). Source of the large computation is the demand of evaluating all possible pattern positions for all classes. To reduce the number of hidden states that have to be evaluated, we apply a recent variational EM approach (Expectation Truncation, [31] ) which is directly applicable to discrete hidden variables. The used approach is not based on the usual factored form of q but on a truncated variational approximation to the posterior. Applied to the posterior in (14) , it is given by 
and zero otherwise. The variational distribution q n approximates the true posterior with high precision if the set K n contains those classes and positions that carry most posterior mass for a given data point Y ðnÞ . This means that we have to find, for each patch, the most likely pattern classes together with their most likely positions in order to obtain a high quality approximation. Therefore, we define a function S 
where K 2 ½0; 1 is the fraction of the joint space of all classes and positions (with size CD 1 D 2 ). Note that, as shown in some examples of image patches in Fig. 5a , usually only a small number of characters are present in a patch compared to the total number of possible characters. Therefore, given an image patch, the probabilistic mass in its posterior distribution will be concentrated in small volumes of the joint hidden space for c andx. A prerequisite for the applicability of the truncated variational approach [31] is thus fulfilled. To efficiently find the places with high concentration of posterior mass, which is the goal of the selection function S ðnÞ Q ðc;xÞ, we exploit that often very good guesses about an objects identity can be made based on partially observed information. The selection function in (16) is defined to preselect pattern classes and positions based on few but reliable pattern features. The features are themselves depending on the model parameters and evolve during learning. The selection of regions K n can hereby be generous as selected hidden states without high probability mass do not negatively effect the approximation (except of increased computational demand). An illustrative example of the selection process is given in Fig. 3 .
Note that the principle idea of efficient inference through preselection has been proposed and discussed in different contexts before [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] including character perception [38] . In the context of probabilistic visual inference Yuille and Kersten [37] have abstractly discussed the idea using the example of character patterns. Approximate inference by preselection was then shown to correspond to a variational Bayesian EM approach (Expectation Truncation, 3) The most likely classes and positions for each feature can be combined to select a finally small number of possible class and position pairs. Note that the selection process has been simplified to communicate the basic idea. The actual selection behaves probabilistically by ranking the configurations of the posterior distribution according to its scores instead of making deterministic decisions as shown here.
[31]) which allowed for concrete derivations of efficient inference and learning algorithms for generative models. While the approach has successfully been applied for sparse coding models (e.g., [31] , [39] ), the selection as used for our model closely corresponds to the abstract example of inference for characters by Yuille and Kersten [37] . Using the function (16), efficient selection is achieved by only checking for the most reliable features of each pattern. Reliability is hereby measured based on the mask parameters: only the features associated with the highest values of the mask parameters are considered (see P 0 c in (16)). In principle, the approximation [31] can also be used to constrain the number of states of mask variables. However, the computational gain is negligible as the posterior w.r.t. the mask can be computed efficiently (13) . For the approximation, note that and K parameterize the accuracy. The higher the value of is, the more reliable is the selection of considered classes and positions. The higher the value of K is, the larger is the considered area of the joint class and position space. However, the larger both the and K are, the higher is the computational cost. For the highest possible value of the selection becomes optimal in the sense that S ðnÞ Q ðc;xÞ becomes proportional to pðc;x j Y ðnÞ ; QÞ. 2 For the highest possible value of K, K ¼ 1, all positions are considered and the variational distribution (15) becomes equal to the exact posterior. In numerical experiments we observed that approximations with high accuracy and simultaneously low computational costs are obtained already for relatively low numbers of (e.g., ¼ 200 out of P 1 P 2 features) and relatively low fractions of considered joint space (e.g., K ¼ 0:02).
The overall procedure of the proposed learning algorithm is summarized in Table 1 . For each EM iteration, the computation for each data point can be carried out independently until the intermediate results are summed together for the new parameters. Therefore, we parallelized the computation by partitioning data points, evenly distributing them across computer nodes/cores, and gathering intermediate results at the end of each EM iteration (see Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material).
LEARNING REPRESENTATIONS OF CHARACTERS
Equations (6) to (17) define an approximate EM algorithm for learning character representations. It will be used to clean corrupted documents as described later. Before, we numerically evaluate the learning algorithm itself.
Artificial Data
Let us first consider artificial images for which ground truth information is available. For the training data, we generated N ¼ 1;000 RGB image patches (F ¼ 3) of sizẽ D ¼ ð50; 50Þ according to the model (1) to (5) . Each patch contained one of five different character types with equal probability (p c ¼ 0:2). The chosen colored characters were generated from corresponding mask, mean and variance parameters (see Fig. 2 ). The background color was drawn from a Mixture of Gaussians as an example of multi-modal distributions (compare Fig. 2a ). Fig. 4b shows a random selection of five generated data points. The derived EM learning algorithm was applied to the data assuming C ¼ 5 classes andP ¼D ¼ ð50; 50Þ. First, the background histograms H B was computed from the whole data set, and was observed to model the true generating RGB-distributions with high accuracy (the blue regions in Fig. 4a shows the learned histograms compared to the true distributions in red). The remaining model parameters were randomly initialized: the pattern mean W was independently and uniformly drawn from the RGB-color-cube ½0; 1 3 ; the pattern variance F was set to the standard deviation of the data set; and the initial mask parameters A were uniformly drawn from the interval ½0; 1.
The learning course of the parameters is illustrated in Fig. 4c with iteration 0 showing the initial values. After iteration 70, parameters had converged sufficiently. To visualize pattern variances in Fig. 4c , they were organized as a ;P 2 Þ;f¼R Þ. These variance matrices are visualized as color images which are normalized individually. As can be observed, the algorithm successfully learned the model parameters. For the experiment of Fig. 4 and other repeated experiments, the learned parameters diverged from the generating parameters by on average less than 3:0 percent (excluding the cases converging to local optima). Convergence to local optima has only been observed in very few cases (one out of 10 runs).
Scanned Text Documents
Let us now apply the learning algorithm to data from a single page of a scanned text document. Consider the corrupted document displayed in Fig. 8 (left-hand-side) which contains five character types, "a", "b", "e", "s" and "y". The printed document was manually corrupted with dirt in the form of line-strokes and with grayish spots. The data set for training was created by a high-resolution scan of the document (3;307 Â 4;677 pixels) and by automatically cutting the scan into small overlapping patches (120 Â 165 pixels) with fixed patch distances. Fig. 5a shows some examples of such patches. The patch size was chosen to easily contain whole characters and patches were cut along the writing direction of the horizontally aligned text. White patches were automatically discarded via thresholding. While an appropriate working of the algorithm requires patch sizes large enough for character patterns, a cutting along writing directions is not required (see later discussions of experiments in Figs. 8  and 9 ). The cut-out patches are used to generate the actual data points Y ðnÞ with vectorial features. Instead of RGB feature vectors as for the introductory example, we used feature vectors generated through Gabor filter responses. Gabor features are robust and widespread in image processing (see, e.g., [8] , [40] ) with high sensitivity to edge-like structures and textures. Furthermore, they are tolerant w.r.t. small local deformations and brightness changes. For the small patches we computed a Gabor feature with 40 entries (five scales and eight directions) at every third pixel [8] , which resulted in 2D arrays of
The learning algorithm was applied to this data set assuming C ¼ 6 classes. The pattern mean W was initialized by randomly selecting C patches from the data set and cutting out a segment of the pattern size at random positions. The remaining parameters were initialized in the same way as for the artificial data. To increase computational efficiency we, furthermore, assumed with P ¼ ð30; 40Þ a pattern size smaller than the patch size but still larger than the size of any characters. Parameter optimization (44 EM iterations) took about 25 minutes on a cluster with 15 GPUs (Nvidia GTX 480). More implementation details about the algorithm's parallelization can be found in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material. Fig. 5b visualizes the time-course of the learning algorithm. As can be observed, the parameters converged to appropriately represent the five character types. They are represented by different mask parameters, mean features and feature variances of the different classes. As only five classes are required to represent all the characters, one class converged to an average of some patterns and dirt (see Pattern 4 in Fig. 5b ). In numerical experiments on this and other documents, the classes not representing characters had either much lower values for learned mask parameters (compare Fig. 5b ) or much lower values for learned mixing proportions p c . We exploited this observation to automatically identify character classes (see Section 6.1 for details). In this way we further increase the robustness of the learning procedure by (1) repeating the learning algorithm multiple times with different randomly chosen initial conditions and (2) by selecting the parameters of a run with the highest number of character classes.
CHARACTER DETECTION AND IDENTIFICATION
Based on a character representation learned as described above, characters in a given corrupted document can be detected and identified. We screen through the whole document from upper-left to lower-right patch by patch. Our first aim is to identify in each patch Y ðnÞ the position and the class of the pattern most similar to that of a learned character. To identify the type and position of this best fitting pattern, we compute the maximum aposteriori (MAP) estimate of the approximate posterior: 
with q n ðc;x ; QÞ and K n defined as in Section 3. In analogy to template matching ( [8] , [41] and many more) we refer to the result of the MAP estimate (18) as the match for the image patch, tox Ã as the matched position and to c Ã as the matched class.
As some of the patches may not contain any or any complete character pattern (see, e.g., Fig. 6a , left-hand-side), we introduce a quality measure to distinguish good matches (to characters) from bad matches (to non-characters). Given the patch Y ðnÞ with match ðc Ã ;x Ã Þ, we define the quality of the match as follows:
where pðmĩ ¼ 1 j c Ã ;x Ã ; Y ðnÞ ; QÞ is the posterior distribution of the binary mask in (13) . The negative term in (19) is a normalized distance measure between mask parameters and mask posterior probabilities. Low values of Q correspond to poor matches and Q ¼ 1 corresponds to a perfect match.
The definition of the match quality follows an observation that, for good matches, a large part of the image patch is consistent with the corresponding character, while, for bad matches, only a small part is consistent. To convert such observation into a quantitative measure, we need to define this consistency. As can be seen in Fig. 6a , the consistency can be well formulated using the distance between the mask parameters and mask posterior probabilities. Intuitively speaking, the mask parameters show which features should be consistent in order to be considered as the pattern and the mask posterior probabilities show which features in the image patch are actually consistent with the pattern (see the second and third columns in Fig. 6a) 
THE DOCUMENT CLEANING PROCEDURE
By making use of the learned character representation, character matching, and match qualities, we can now remove corruptions from a given scanned text document (see the flow of document cleaning in Table 2 ). 
Preparation
Before going into the details about the document cleaning procedure, some preparations have to be made. Of all learned pattern representations some may, for instance, not represent characters and will have to be identified as such. Furthermore, the cleaning procedure will require a clean representation of each character for reconstruction.
The class number C assumed by the learning algorithm may not be equal to the number of character types in the training data set. A flexible approach is to set C larger than the actual number of character types and to try to identify after learning those representations that do not correspond to characters. In numerical experiments on different types of data, we noticed that non-character representations usually have much lower values for learned mask parameters (see Fig. 5b for an example) . On the other hand, for the classes representing true characters, the mask parameters in the center area (describing the character shape) are usually very high (close to 1). Based on these observations, we define the set of salient features for each class c as
where in all of our experiments the threshold a o ¼ 0:85 is used. With the definition of salient features, the classes of true characters can be distinguished from non-character ones by counting the number of salient features. In all of our experiments, we observed a clear separation between these two groups of classes (see Fig. 6b for an example). With a simple threshold, e.g., 3 of the highest salient feature number (the threshold used in our experiments), they can easily be separated. If multiple classes model the same character, these classes are identified according to the similarity of features and masks with shift-invariant. The next step is to compute a tight bounding box for each character type, i.e., estimating for each represented character a rectangular region that contains the character. The bounding boxes will be used for the cleaning procedure later on. The patch size used in our learning algorithm is always much larger than the actual size of the characters as we want every character in the document to be completely inside at least one patch. One consequence is that the learned mask parameters are not cleanly restricted to the character shape as can be observed by considering the learned representations (see, e.g., Fig. 5b ). There are some low value areas at the left and right side of the patch because there is often more than one character inside a patch. Therefore, each representation does contain not only the modeled character but also the average of the characters appearing at the left and right side. To find the region inside of each representation that corresponds to a character, we compute a bounding box around the reliable features (see Fig. 6c for an example) .
Finally, the document cleaning is achieved by replacing each detected character of the corrupted document by a clean character. As a fully unsupervised approach, we do not have prior knowledge of the character shapes in the document. The clean character representations have to be found from the corrupted document without any label information. Our model builds its internal representations of characters in terms of Gabor wavelets, which do not generate images of characters directly. To obtain clean character representations for reconstruction, we therefore search the entire corrupted document for the best match of each learned class. More precisely, we determine the best match by the highest quality measure with g ¼ 0 and cut out a segment the size of the characters bounding box (Fig. 6c shows some examples) . In case of a misclassification, the reconstructed character will be significantly different from the original one.
Document Cleaning
After the autonomous identification of classes representing characters, their associated bounding boxes, and their cleanest examples in pixel space, we can now clean a document by reconstructing each possibly corrupted character by a clean version (Fig. 8 shows an example) . For reconstruction, we screen through the corrupted document patch by patch from upper left to lower right and with patches overlapping by about 50 percent. For each patch we compute the match ðc Ã ;x Ã Þ according to (18) and the match quality using (19) . If the matched positionx Ã corresponds to a pattern fully visible within the patch, and if the match quality is above the threshold Q 0 ¼ 0:5, we paint the best representation of class c Ã at positionx Ã onto an initially blank reconstructed document. Fig. 7 illustrates this procedure for a small area of the example document.
As can be observed, not all the matches are accepted for reconstruction because some matches correspond to patterns not entirely visible (e.g., the second patch at iteration 1) or because match qualities are too low (e.g., the last patch at iteration 2). The quality threshold prevents dirt from being reconstructed as characters. As for each patch just one match is computed, not all characters are reconstructed at first. For a complete reconstruction we therefore erase each successfully reconstructed character in the original document by painting a blank rectangle (of the same size as the corresponding bounding box) and apply the procedure again. Patterns that previously were not identified because of competition with other patterns can now be found and correctly reconstructed. The reconstruction procedure terminates once no more matches are accepted.
In Fig. 7 two iterations through the document are sufficient to successfully reconstruct the word "bayes". The entire document in Fig. 8 is perfectly reconstructed after three iterations. The more a document is corrupted by dirt, the less perfect we can expect the reconstruction to be. In examples with dirt fully occluding parts of the document, we do thus obtain many false negative errors. False positive errors are, on the other hand, obtained if, e.g., a random combination of manual line strokes coincides with the feature arrangement of a learned pattern (see Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material). Although error rates for imperfect reconstructions can be decreased by fine tuning the threshold Q 0 , we left the parameter unchanged at Q 0 ¼ 0:5 for all examples to demonstrate the generality of the approach.
Quantitative Comparison
To give a quantitative evaluation of our algorithm we computed the recognition rate (the percentage of the characters from the original document being correctly recognized) and the number of false positives (FP) (the number of wrongly recognized characters which do not exist in the original document). Recognition rates and numbers of false positives can be computed for any alphabet, which makes them an appropriate measure for our approach. Quantitative evaluations of other approaches (e.g., [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [43] ) required well-known alphabets (such as the Latin alphabet) because they were based on improvements of OCR before and after the application of the respective image enhancement method. As a baseline comparison, we also applied a state-of-art commercial OCR software (FineReader, [44] ) to the same scanned documents used for our approach. The OCR algorithm is only applied to the corrupted documents for comparison because recognition rates (and false positives) for the reconstructed documents would essientially correspond to those of our algorithm (in the case of standard Latin alphabets).
Besides the document shown in Fig. 8a , we made (as briefly mentioned above) several experiments on different types of other documents. For a comparison with conventional approaches, the document cleaning has been performed on a document image consisting of characters of a historical newspaper [42] (see Fig. 8b ). Additionally we performed document cleaning on documents with more character types (nine or 12 character types) and on a document [42] . Five different instances of each character type (in total ten character types) have been used, and the characters were randomly placed on a background that mimicked the texture of historical paper. Fig. 7 . An illustration of the cleaning procedure. The first column shows the original document (using a small area as an example) and the reconstructed document (initially blank). The second column shows patches of the original document. Using the learned character representations, the MAP estimate of the character class c Ã and positionx Ã is visualized for each patch as a red rectangle. For each match the match quality Q is computed and given on the right-hand-side. The match is accepted if the match quality is above a threshold Q 0 and if the matched character is completely inside the patch. The characters of the accepted matches are reconstructed by painting clean characters at the matched positions while the character is erased from the original document (third column). As not all characters can be reconstructed at once, the reconstruction process is iterated until no more characters are accepted for reconstruction (after two iterations for this example).
with an unusual character set (Klingon was used as an extreme case) to highlight that our approach is not using prior knowledge about character shapes. To highlight that no knowledge about text alignment is used, we furthermore show results on a document with randomly placed and rotated characters. Finally, to show false positives and failed reconstructions of some characters, we performed an experiment on a document containing dark ink spots and ambiguous patterns (compare Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material).
The results of our algorithm and the OCR algorithm are quantitatively evaluated by computing the recognition rate (the percentage of the characters from the original document being correctly recognized) and the number of false positives (the number of wrongly recognized characters which do not exist in the original document). 3 For the document in Fig. 8a , for instance, FineReader recognized 56.5 percent of the characters correctly (essentially those that are segmentable) and corruption by dirt caused 297 false positives. On the same data, our approach detected 100 percent of the characters correctly with no false positives. Fig. 9 shows the results for Fig. 8b and summarizes results for other examples. The poorest performance of FineReader in all the examples is observed for documents with non-standard characters or unusual character orientations. For the documents with Klingon and randomly placed rotated characters, for instance, FineReader resulted in recognition rates of 0 percent (231 FP) and 0.8 percent (86 FP), respectively. For comparison, our approach detected 100 percent (no FP) and 100 percent (3 FP), respectively. Typical cases for false positives and misclassifications of our algorithm are highlighted in Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material, (Figs. 14, 16, 21 and others) . One example shows misclassifications caused by high similarities between characters.
For instance, in documents containing "m" and "n" characters, our approach can interpret a patch containing an "m" pattern as a corrupted "n". To further improve performance, cases such as classifications of character subpattern can explicitly be addressed. Other cases such as strong occlusions represent more principled limitations.
The reason behind the poor performance of conventional OCR algorithm is that it first needs to segment characters out based on the statistical information of text alignment, and then recognize those characters based on pre-trained character classifiers. In the problem of document cleaning, the document is corrupted, e.g., with line strokes consisting of the same type of basic features as characters. Such a corruption severely affects the character segmentation processing and poses considerable challenges to the character classifiers, which results in a poor performance in the document cleaning task. Note, however, that a comparison of an OCR algorithm to our approach on these data is not fair. The only reason for the comparison is to provide a baseline performance of the most related approach. OCR software is not intended for the task addressed here, as it is not trained on the corrupted data and as it does not aim for cleaning a document independent of the alphabet. Vice versa, our algorithm would not perform well on typical OCR tasks.
DISCUSSION
We have studied an unsupervised approach to clean corrupted scanned documents. Our approach relies on the learning of character representations using a probabilistic generative model with explicit position encoding. Similar to other probabilistic approaches, e.g., image denoising, we followed the general principle of capturing the regularities of the data, and removed unwanted data parts after identifying them as deviations from the learned regularities. However, in contrast to approaches for noise removal, we learned explicit high-level representations of specific image components, i.e., of characters. Having an explicit notion of feature arrangements per character allows for a discrimination of irregular patterns versus characters even though these irregular patterns can consist of the same features (line strokes) as the characters themselves. Methods not representing characters explicitly (e.g., [29] ) are, therefore, not applicable or would, at the least, require additional mechanisms to identify characters and to discriminate them against irregular patterns. The idea of using statistical information from patches of corrupted/degraded document in order to improve them has been explored before. Such document patches contains redundant information about the characters of the document and, therefore, can be used to solve tasks at various levels: from denoising the document image, over enhancing/recovering the document image [17] , [18] , [43] , to learning of character representations for their identification and reconstruction (our approach). Our method distinguishes itself from previous approaches in the following aspects: (1) we work with larger patches which can contain multiple characters; (2) we explicitly learn character representations, which provides an explicit separation between meaningful characters and severe corruptions/degradations even if characters and corruptions share many features; (3) our approach can directly identify Fig. 9 . Quantitative comparison of our algorithm to state-of-art OCR software [44] . Top: The recognition rates (percentages of characters from the original document being correctly recognized) are given for different examples. Bottom: The numbers of false positives (wrongly recognized characters which do not exist in the original document). For each example document we show a small patch in the bottom row. The full documents are shown in the Appendix C, available in the online supplemental material.
3. Note that the numbers of false positives for the OCR algorithm are only rough estimates because its character segmenter often cuts a characters into multiple segments or groups multiple characters into one segment. characters, which is as powerful as an OCR algorithm without having to be trained on labeled data; (4) we take advantage of sophisticated image features and are robust to small distortions and degradations.
By applying our approach we have shown in this study that even under difficult conditions a perfect reconstruction of a text document is possible with solely the information on a single page. The result of the cleaning procedure depended on factors like the severity of the corruption, the number of character instances per character type, and on the similarity between character patterns and corrupting patterns. Very simple characters like "I", "X", "V" or "C" are, for instance, easier to confuse with random line strokes than more complex characters; and regular line strokes (same orientation and thickness) may be learned as foreground objects. Furthermore, the more character types a document contains the more challenging the discrimination between characters becomes, especially for strongly corrupted data. This is true for learning as well as for character identification. Regarding required data, we usually observed good result in our experiments for more than 200 character instances per character type. Performance significantly decreased for less than 100 instances, primarily due to less appropriate learning of the character representations. The example of Fig. 8 contains about 250 instances per character type (1;251 characters in total). For the same number of characters, text with 12 character types (about 100 instances per type) could still be processed with low error rates (compare '12chars' example). A similar page with text consisting of the full alphabet of letters, even if constrained to just lower or upper case, would not provide sufficiently many character examples for self-cleaning, however. A natural extension of the addressed task to more character types would, therefore, require several pages. If we assume that about 200 examples per character type are needed and if a page contains 1;000 characters in total, we would require about six pages to learn a full Latin alphabet of lower-case letters. For the general type-set of all letters and numbers (excluding special characters), we would require about 13 pages. If we, furthermore, consider that, e.g., only just 0:074 percent of all characters in the English language are of type 'z' [45] , then the number of required pages would increase to about 270. To execute the cleaning procedure described in this work, processing of 270 pages amounts to unreasonably long computation times (even using parallel implementations). The computational effort and the limitation in the size of alphabets is also a clear distinction to above discussed alternative approaches [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . Because of these limitations, such previously approaches are still clearly preferable for concrete applications including the enhancement of historical documents or the improvement of OCR approaches.
In future work the performance of our approach can be further improved by exploiting further regularities of words and text. The regular arrangement of characters along a line (compare [46] ) could be used to predict the positions of characters, and linguistic regularities (e.g., probabilistic language models) could be used to predict character types from context. Using probabilistic generative approaches, such prior knowledge can be integrated into the model by constructing or by learning more sophisticated prior distributions pðc;x j QÞ. Also on the algorithmic side further improvements can be made, e.g., by using a multiple-cause structure (e.g., [47] , [48] ) to recognize multiple patterns in a patch simultaneously, or by using image features with scale invariance and contrast normalization (e.g., SIFT [49] , HOG [50] ). Different font sizes of characters can be handled by modeling them as different patterns, by estimating font sizes with heuristic mechanisms, or by adding scaling transformations to the model. An extended set of transformations would, however, further increase the hidden state space and the associated computational demand. The efficiency of the learning algorithm could be further improved by exploiting the techniques in object detection literature. In our E-step, brute-force sliding window computation has been avoided by selecting a small number of candidate translations according to a subset of features. Beyond that, invariant features [9] or techniques like coarse-to-fine search can, in principle, be used for speeding up the selection procedure. Such techniques could dramatically reduce the search space but would imply a coarse-to-fine pyramid structure of character representations, which is much more complicated than our current grid representation. Therefore, it is beyond the scope of this work.
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